Adventure capitalist suits guide 2019

Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur contributors are their own. When customers buy from you, what are they really buying? Hint: It's not just your product or service. In essence, what they're actually buying is you--and if they don't like you, they won't feel compelled to buy from you. These three valuable points will help you sell the power of you: 1.
Be yourself. In other words, be true to who you are. The following anecdote might raise some eyebrows, but it makes my point: During a steak dinner with one of my longtime customers, I noticed that he had stopped eating--but there was still a lot of meat left on his steak bone. I asked him if he was finished and, if so, if he'd mind if I ate what was left.
He smiled and said, "Not at all." I think he actually got a kick out of it. Here's the deal: What you see with me is what you get. I might not be qualified to write a column on etiquette, but what I've learned over the years is that customers want to work with people who don't put up fronts, who aren't arrogant and whose presence they enjoy. Sure, you
have to be careful not to offend anyone. But when you're relaxed, so is your customer. The environment is less tense, and you have a better sense of how far you can go. If you really believe in your profession, are passionate about what you sell and want to add value to your customer's business, it will make it easier to let down your guard and be
yourself. You'll come across naturally and effectively, and customers will see the real you. 2. Don't fear silence. Abraham Lincoln once said, "'Tis better to remain silent and be thought a fool than to speak and remove all doubt." There are many things you can pick up about another person by watching and listening. We all know that body language
often tells us more than what is actually said. Of course, you don't want to be sitting across from a prospect in his or her office with nothing to say, caught staring like a deer in the headlights. But there are times--at a lunch meeting, for instance--where the best thing you can do is stop, listen and relax. This might not sound like a technique that has
anything to do with being yourself, but it does. When you've thoroughly done your homework and learned as much as you can about your prospect beforehand, you don't have to worry about what you're going to say next or jump in with small talk like, "How's that sandwich?" "Nice tie," or "Boy, it's cold out, isn't it?" Being yourself means being
comfortable enough in your own skin to let the conversation flow naturally, silences and all. 3. Look your customer in the eye and say, "My kids need clothes and money for college. This sale will really help me out." Just kidding! But don't forget your sense of humor--that, too, is part of who you are. Laughter breaks down barriers and helps your
customers feel at ease. You don't have to tell jokes or be a comedian, but you do need to show the human, flawed side of yourself and your ability to laugh at things that go wrong. Use your own judgment. Your ultimate goal is to create a bond so that both of you become more relaxed. Just being yourself and feeling comfortable in your own skin is not
always as easy as it sounds. But in the end, that's what customers really buy--and that's what you should always be selling. Kale Was a Garnish Before This Creative Genius Made It Famous. Here's How She Did It — and What She's Planning Next. Telling Your Brand Story Is Crucial. 4 Steps to Ensure That It Resonates. This Baker Was Told Not to
Speak Spanish With Colleagues, So She Started Her Own Cake Company That Values Employees Just as Much as Customers Improving Yourself Takes 9.6 Minutes of Work Each Day Meet the Women Behind Some of McDonald's Most Iconic (and Essential) Ingredients — and How They're Setting New Standards Remote Work Shouldn't Be Up for
Debate Employees Are Over Foosball Tables and Free Snacks. Your Company Culture Needs This Instead. This guide is about how to perform and rank well in events. I have previously tried to do event-specific guides for each event as it comes along. I think the new leaderboard style has killed the need for that, so I'm probably not going to be doing
that for future events. If I can be bothered, I may consolidate event-specific notes into a part 4 and update that as necessary.The other posts may have extra details so if you're interested here they are:How to calculate whether one suit is better than anotherEvent suitsMerry Merger eventCashalot event1% Land eventPlease let me know whether you
have found this helpful, and whether you have any further questions or things you'd like me to add to this post. Also, do let me know if you see any typos/errors. If you have further information, please do post here!This is a list of all the items that affect events. Unless otherwise specified, the following items affect all the events and none of the
planets.SUITS"adds to profit" means the multiplier is additive to the profit multiplier number which is the sum of the ad watch bonus, gold profit multipliers, and booster button (if it is running)."effect per piece" refers to the effect for wearing one level one piece of that suit. Wearing multiple suit pieces of similar effect generally gives an additive
effect.Example:wearing one level 1 jingle hat adds 2 to the profit multiplier.wearing one level 1 jingle hat AND one level 1 jingle jacket gives a total of 4 added to the profit multiplierwearing a level 1 jingle hat AND one level 2 jingle jacket gives a total of 5.5 (2 for the hat, 2+1.5 for the jacket) added to the profit multiplierwearing all three level one
jingle suit pieces gives a total of 12 added to the profit multiplier (since the bonus for wearing all 3 suit pieces doubles the suit effects)wearing a level 1 jingle hat (x2), level 2 jingle jacket (x3.5), level 3 jingle pants (x5) gives a total of 21 added to the profit multiplierINDIVIDUAL ITEMS AND BADGESEvery event has at least 2 badges specific to the
event: one that affects a business in that event, and one that affects the ad watch bonus. I have listed these in the first two rows as a group, but will not be detailing badges for every single event since I don't think it is worth the time to do so.So, there used to be a bunch of strategies that were specific to individual events, but in my opinion, the new
leaderboard system which uses goal points has basically killed that. Now, leaderboard progress is mostly based on how much time you can spend actively playing; it's not that "idle" unfortunately.There are several types of goals that you can get. these areBuy x more of y businessOwn x businessSpend x amount of cashStockpile x amount of cashMake
x amount of cashWatch an adHave x amount of angelsClaim x amount of angelsGet x amount of cash upgrades (this only appears before you finish the event I think)First let's address the special cases:"watch an ad" is always the same"spend x amount of cash" tends to be slightly higher than whatever cash amount you have on hand"buy x more of y
business" doesnt matter too much whether it scales or not because you can simply keep restarting until youve hit the goal.However, in general, goals appear to scale to your current income speed. Therefore, you can manipulate how difficult your given goals are by intentionally modulating your income speed. You can do this easily by putting on or
taking off clothes and badges. Here's the step-by-step:Remove event clothes and badges. Take a look at what goals you have.Put on event clothes and badges.When you have enough cash/angels to reach the goal (for "own x businesses", "spend x cash", or the angel-related goals) or when you have almost reached the goal (for "stockpile x amount" and
"make x amount") REMOVE the wearable items.Buy the businesses/spend the cash/claim the angels to complete the goal.Go to the "Goals" screen and claim the points and check out your new goalsGo back to step to 2. Lather, rinse, repeat.By doing this, you should basically keep getting goals that are very achievable in a relatively short amount of
time. This also drastically cuts down the number of warps that you need. Where possible, remember to AVOID completing a goal while your income speed is fast (such as if the booster is running), especially if you don't have a golden goal on screen, because the next goal will likely be more difficult.This also means that you don't need to rush to
complete events; instead, focus on completing the goals. However, it is much easier to use the technique described above once you have completed all the unlocks and upgrades in an event.Another piece of advice is, once you can consistently complete all the unlocks and upgrades in an event, don't buy more of any business than you need to hit the
highest unlock. That way, if you get a "buy more" goal, it's easier to reach. In general, check out what goals you have before finishing that run of the event - if you can complete the event while your speed is slow, do so!Obviously, you want to focus on the high-scoring "golden" goals. If you don't have one available to you right now, keep doing the
smaller goals so that you get new goals. Once you have a golden goal, preferentially do that one. Depending on exactly what goals and stats you have, you can change it up, but that's the general gist of it.This guide by u/Randomizer903 details how you can do non-gold goals until you have a cash goal on the screen before completing your golden goal,
so that you don't get a hard-to-complete golden goal.What suit should I use?That really depends on the individual event, what suits you have, and what your game specifications are. In general, the chequered suit OR the quarterback suit will be best depending on what the angel investor bonus is for that event. If the event has a high angel investor
bonus (for example, if the angel upgrades add % to your AI bonus) then you are better off using the Quarterback suit. If the event just has the default AI bonus of 2%, then use the chequered suit. If you dont have the chequered suit, the vambuyer outfit would be the next best option.Regardless of the event, it is likely beneficial to put the Make-it-Reign
outfit on temporarily while you use the booster button. However, you'll need to do that maths for that yourself.If you'd like more personalised advice, post on this thread or ask in the AdCap discord server (post here or message me if you need an invite link as they expire each day). Make sure to include what suits and badges you have, what event you
are asking about, your ad watch bonus, and your gold profit multipliers.If I gild or buy multipliers/fluxes with gold, will they carry over for the next iteration of this event?No. Bonuses you buy last for only that iteration of that event. You'll start completely from scratch next week. Only suits and badges are accumulated.How does the leaderboard work?
You are grouped on a leaderboard with 250 people who start the event at approximately the same time as you. The leaderboard is based on your goal points. Rewards are based on your ranking at the end of the event.Please post more questions about events and I will add them to the FAQ!30/6/19 - guide written. Current as of version 7.1.12/7/19 whoopsie daisy suit info updated, thanks to looneybomber on the kongregate forums.5/7/19 - added Boxing Bear badge, thanks to TheoW on discord.13/7/19 - added Live Your Profit and Live Rich and profit badges thanks to TheoW and Lucretia on discord. Added further strategy information, linked to guide by u/Randomizer903. Added FAQ
question.11/10/19 - added link to the "how to calculate whether one suit is better than another" comment to the "further reading" section at the top2/12/19 - please note that this guide will probably no longer be updated.
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